
Not only couscous. In Algeria, Storci has the keys to open new 
pasta factories.
The world of pasta and couscous may have not been as successful as 
it is without Storci. Anzio Storci, the President of Storci SpA says “our 
customers are very satisfied and recognize our quality and innovation, 
in particular as regards our couscous lines. There is nothing worse 
than different couscous grains, damaged or overcooked. We offer 
plants that grant high-quality products, whole and firm grains, without 
tasting of pasta and featuring even and rough surface.”
If product characteristics need remaining unchanged, the machines 
producing it have to grant homogeneous granulometry that does 
not require any final grinding. Storci lines cover outputs ranging from 
300 up to 3,000 Kg/h (with subsidiary Fava SpA). The machines 
are built with precious and study materials; special attention is paid 
to using recycled products; cooking is always perfect and grants 
homogeneity. Moreover, it is also worth mentioning water-flour mixing 
by means of Premix®, rotary self-cleaning sieve (rouleuse), steam 

cooking and conveyance to a self-cleaning belt, product drying and 
controlled granulometry that eliminates the need of having to re-grind 
thick grains. Finally, sturdy and monoblock-like construction brings 
about remarkable saving in installation expenses.
On account of its long experience, Storci has stood out as a 
leader in the manufacture of semi-automatic lines for long, 
short and special dry pasta, from 50 kg/h min to 500 Kg/h max, 
and that is why Storci has sold lines for dry pasta production 
all over the world, in Algeria for instance where it offers its 
customers turnkey plants: meaning the supply of all necessary 
interventions to complete and then start a pasta production line. 
From electric and water equipment, to finished product storage 
through production lines: Omnia for short and long dry pasta, 
and Couscous line for couscous production. 
Great trust in Storci, which a company that always grants utmost quality 
and that is showing its readiness to enter new markets with proposals 
up to the expectations stirred by this brand all over the world.
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